
Bring Digital Precision 
to Cash Transactions

Integrate all points of cash from your 
storefront to the back office

PayComplete enables companies across 
industries to manage and control physical financial 
transactions at IoT-enabled kiosks, self-checkout 
lanes, cash recyclers, smart safes and more with the 
precision and agility of digital commerce, innovating 
self-service experiences and operations for both 
consumers and employees.

PayComplete Connect is a fintech IoT platform made up of an adaptable set of SaaS and machine 
software, intelligent devices, and professional, technical, and merchant services.

RetailConnect

Cash Orchestration

Cash Systems Management

Cash Reconciliation

Cash Analytics

Monitor and control the access to, and movement of, cash throughout your retail 
environment, setting limits and controls, triggering alerts, and blocking further 
activity where needed.

Remotely configure, update, monitor, troubleshoot, and manage all cash, users, 
and machines involved in unattended transactions. 

Power reconciliation of net cash position with cash sales, deposits, and dispenses, 
conducted at the level of individual cashiers, line/manager, or store wide.

Build rich visualizations of cash related KPIs using configurable templates and 
present them at multiple levels per a schedule or ad-hoc queries.



We enable you to streamline cash 
management in real time across disparate 
devices and your retail operations by: 

Simplifying cash management 
across your enterprise

Cash payments comprise nearly 40% of 
retail transactions and cost up to 15% of 
transaction value to manage. PayComplete 
provides solutions that streamline and 
optimize all aspects of cash operations in a 
PCI-compliant, cloud environment. 

Integrating offline vaults into a 
unified view of cash

Cash sitting in offline repositories is normally 
safe, but invisible. We connect safes and 
vaults, and other cash stores with cash-
related data, while also enabling you to 
produce and manage tills for start- and end-
of-day operations.

Optimizing labor in a time of critical labor shortages

Keeping stores adequately staffed through the pandemic has been a battle. First, 
stores were implementing contradictory safety measures, widespread panic 
purchases leading to overwhelmed stores and now struggling through wage 
increases amidst nationwide labor shortages.
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Leveraging legacy equipment and intelligently 
invest in new systems

Connect existing devices like self-checkout, smart safes, or deploy new systems 
like cash recyclers. We put oversight and management on a single pane of glass to 
unlock the power of unified transactions management. Our software supports all 
PayComplete hardware and can integrate third-party machines.

Creating a new revenue stream in the front-end with coin kiosks

Nationwide coin shortages have plagued retailers for over 18 months and while Coinstar 
brings coins into your stores, those same coins are shipped out via CIT and aren’t available 
to use. Keep coins in-store or even use consumer coin to fill tills using our hybrid coin 
recycling solutions.

Coin Deposit Coin Recycling

We unify the management of transactions, 
users, devices, and data across an enterprise, 
helping businesses become more innovative, 
agile, and efficient.


